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About Us
H5 Strategies
H5 Strategies is an independent global public affairs and
crisis management consultancy.
Headquartered in Bucharest, Romania, the heart of
Central Europe, and Washington, D.C., the company was
founded to offer government, nonprofit and privatesector clients in Central and Eastern Europe a level of
expertise and service that stands above the rest.

Our hallmarks are a specialist’s knowledge
of local, regional and international practices,
and extensive networks worldwide.

“ THE SECRET OF GETTING THINGS DONE IS TO ACT!” – DANTE ALIGHIERI
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What We Do
Regional and Global Public Affairs
Our firm specializes in serving clients from Central and Eastern Europe that are
seeking tailored reputation-building guidance and strategies. We offer a range
of services, from developing public relations campaigns and handling crisis
communications for clients, to letting domestic and foreign audiences know
about organizations’ and leaders’ policies and practices.
We also help clients work with governments and policy-makers outside the
region — from the United States and United Kingdom to Nigeria and Japan. We
help them build the right relationships and deliver their messages to leaders
and opinion influencers who can make a difference.

What we can do for you:
Using our extensive contacts, help clients in Central and
Eastern Europe forge important relationships in the region
and beyond.
Suggest communications strategies for increasing Central
and Eastern European clients’ business, bolstering their
reputations or achieving other goals.
Develop communications campaigns to ensure that clients
can achieve their key communications goals.

We also help companies and individuals outside the region create the right
image and forge lasting relationships with the public, governments and
business in Central and Eastern Europe.
We succeed because clients and policy-makers trust us and know that we
understand what comes next. Our public affairs team consists of internationalrelations, public-relations, lobbying and communication experts with a wealth
of experience in the region and beyond.
Team members have served in government and the private sector, speak local
languages and understand the Central and Eastern European cultural context.
This firsthand insight allows us to create and manage successful campaigns on
a wide range of policy issues for our clients, and help them build and protect
their reputation.
Our core commitment is providing both exceptional and discreet service.
We work as a team to meet all of our clients’ communications needs. And we
strive to continually improve what we do for them.

“THE BEST WAY TO PREDICT THE FUTURE IS TO CREATE IT.” – PETER DRUCKER
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Strategic Communications

What we can do for you:

Strategic communications involves creating a comprehensive plan to create
and promote a positive image of a government, company or other organization,
or a public figure.
A key strategy for doing this is working with media. This includes traditional
media such as newspapers, magazines, radio and television, plus today’s
influential digital world. Because online communication has a much broader
reach than traditional media these days — and is global — a crucial part of
strategic communications is an online media plan. It needs to include the
online platforms of news and feature stories and social media such as Twitter,
Facebook and Instagram. If managed properly, social media can put your
image-building engine into overdrive.

Develop a comprehensive strategic communications
plan that addresses all your needs, including building
and protecting your reputation, generating more
business, and forging relationships with government
and business leaders and other influential people.
Develop communications strategies to achieve your
strategic communications plan, including working
with both traditional and digital media.

At one time or another, a government administration, business, organization,
official, company executive, or other public figure finds themselves being
battered in the media through exaggerations or outright lies. Strategic
communications includes having a crisis communications plan to deal with
these distressing moments.
The team at H5 Strategies knows how to craft and implement such

Develop crisis communications plans to help you
respond to a reputation-threatening crisis and
restore any reputation damage after the crisis has
passed.

plans to limit reputation damage, and restore it after the fire has been
extinguished. We’re experts at helping clients create and implement strategic
communications plans that include the right messages and mix of media.
Sometimes these plans need to be tweaked at a moment’s notice to take
advantage of unexpected communications opportunities — and we know how
to do just that. In fact, it’s one of our specialties.

“IF OPPORTUNITY DOESN’T KNOCK, BUILD A DOOR.” – MILTON BERLE
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Public Relations Campaigns

What we can do for you:

Public relations campaigns are a great way to burnish an organization or
individual’s reputation, or achieve non-reputation goals such as increasing your
business or attaining a prominent government position. As any leader who has
built a good reputation can tell you, creating it takes time. And it’s the same
with achieving success in the business world or government.
Effective reputation-building or tangible goal-achieving public relations
campaigns are done step by step over years, with each step laying the ground
for the next one. H5 Strategies’ professionals have created and implemented
a range of successful reputation- and business-building public relations
campaigns. Our team starts by asking an organization or leader what goals they
want a campaign to achieve. Then we give them broad strategies for realizing
their goals, and tactics for achieving the strategies.
Let’s take a healthy foods start-up as an example. The founder wants to build a

Help you set goals that you want a public relations
campaign to achieve, such as burnishing your
reputation, making you more visible, or increasing
your business.
Develop a public relations campaign to help you
achieve those goals.
Help you develop the all-important messages you will
deliver to attain the goals.

reputation as an honest and caring CEO — and of course her business. Because
she’s the face of her company, if she develops a good reputation, it’s likely to
translate into business. Strategies for developing her reputation and business
include obtaining favorable publicity from the media, including online media;
appearing at public forums to tell her successful entrepreneurship story; and
having her company donate to and work with programs that contribute to
social welfare, such as opening shelters for homeless people.
Public relations campaigns that help build reputations and business, or achieve
other goals, not only include a calendar of each event that an organization or
leader should take part in or sponsor, but also the messages to deliver at these
events. Messages that are positive, helpful and inspiring lead to the public and
influential people alike admiring a leader and wanting to do business with her.

“IDEAS SHAPE THE COURSE OF HISTORY.” – JOHN MAYNARD KEYNES
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Regional and Global Media Relations

What we can do for you:

As any organization or individual with a high profile knows, when it comes to
reputation, the media can be your greatest friend or worst enemy. The best
way to get the media on your side is to reach out to them when things are
going well — and do this time and again. Many media people have an innate
distrust of powerful organizations and individuals. Getting them to trust you

Build positive, long-lasting relationships with both
traditional and digital media people who can help
you achieve communications goals.

takes time, care and thought.
H5 Strategies has been working with media people for decades. In fact, a
number of us are former media people ourselves. So we know how media
people think, and we can relate to them. Working with the media is not a oneway street — that is, communications professionals can’t expect to use media
for their clients’ purposes without giving them something in return. So not only
do we pitch stories to the media that could put our clients in a favorable light,

Using these relationships with media people, arrange
for you to appear in print, broadcasting and online
media to deliver messages that can bolster your
reputation or help you attain business or other nonreputation goals.

but we also help media people obtain information for stories when they call us.
A close, trusting relationship with media can lead to our clients being
interviewed in important publications, broadcasting outlets or social media.
It can also open the door to client organizations or leaders writing opinion
pieces for media — pieces that express their views on important subjects, such
as how to achieve economic or social goals. A good relationship with media
can also lead to them being ready to publicize a new development — such
as a company rolling out a new product or a leader announcing a new policy.
An important, high-profile way for organizations and leaders to build their
reputation or achieve concrete success is to publicize their work through press
conferences or product events. Establishing good relations with media will
ensure that media people with cover these events and, more likely than not,
give them positive coverage.

“THE POWER OF IMAGINATION MAKES US INFINITE.” – JOHN MUIR
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Crisis Management

What we can do for you:

Everyone has heard the old saying that a reputation that was built over decades
can be destroyed in a minute. In today’s age of instant, round-the-clock news and
commentary, this has never been more true. It literally can take only seconds for a
company or person of goodwill to be vilified so savagely in the mainstream or online
media that it takes years to recoup their reputation. And, unfortunately and unfairly,
many of the accounts that lead to the damage can be false. Even if an organization or
individual can prove later that the accounts were false, they will have already suffered

Help you develop a crisis communications plan that
includes messages to deliver to limit damage to your
reputation, business or other endeavors, and who the
messages will be delivered to.

a lot of damage to their reputation.
Because of the danger of a reputation catching fire without warning these days, the
best client communications operations have a crisis communications component.
This starts with a plan that spells out exactly how a company or individual will

Help you decide who delivers the messages.
Help you restore any reputation damage you suffer.

respond to a crisis that can damage their reputation. The first step is to ask a client
what kind of crisis could strike their operation. As an example, a bank president
might say a manager embezzling, say, hundreds of millions of dollars. If such news
were to become public — and it likely would — it would be a huge hit on the bank’s
reputation, costing it big and small clients alike.
A crisis communications plan spells out how a client can respond to a reputationor business-threatening crisis. The plan needs to include the messages the client
will deliver to limit the damage from the crisis. It will also include who to deliver the
messages to — such as employees, customers, media, government officials, and the
like. Just as building a reputation takes time, so does protecting it during a crisis. This
means a crisis communications plan must include a calendar of things to do every day
for as long as the crisis lingers. This can be weeks or even months.
In addition to a crisis that an organization or leader can expect, a crisis
communications plan must deal with an unexpected one. Let’s say your company’s
world-renowned CEO suddenly dies of a heart attack. This could throw your investors,
employees, customers and others into a panic. This underscores that a good crisis
communication team develops a plan for dealing with unexpected crises, too. H5
Strategies has developed and implemented crisis communications plans for both
expected and unexpected crises, guided clients through the worst of the reputation
threat, then helped them rebuild their reputation.

“ I N A G E N T L E W A Y , Y O U C A N S H A K E T H E W O R L D . ” – M A H A T M A G A N DH I
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Digital Campaigns
Digital campaigns are public relations campaigns that focus specifically on
the online world, including social media. You need only to look at audience
numbers to understand the importance of using digital media campaigns these
days. While a newspaper’s non-online audience might be a couple of million
people and a national television news broadcast several tens of millions, the
most popular social media platforms reach hundreds of millions. This means
contemporary public relations campaigns must have strong digital media
components — or even emphasize digital media.
Because the digital media world is so broad-based, a digital communications
campaign will have a lot of moving parts. One component is online news —
both from the digital platforms of mainstream news organizations and from
news disseminators that started in the digital world. Another digital campaign

What we can do for you:
Create digital communications campaigns that can
help you achieve your reputation and other goals.
Track audience response to the messages you are
conveying in your digital communications campaign.
Continuously tweak your digital communications
campaign to adjust to take advantage or new
platforms and other trends.

component is bloggers, some of whom are immensely popular and wield great
influence. The most important component is social media, including Twitter,
Facebook, Instagram and others. Each social media platform has advantages
over others, so the best digital communications campaign will include the most
popular and influential ones.
Developing, implementing and constantly adjusting a digital media campaign
is a major challenge. It starts with knowing the online world inside and out:
What are the most popular digital media? What kinds of people do each attract?
What’s the right blend of online media for a digital communications campaign?
What are the right reputation- or business-building messages for each digital
platform?
The digital world can be tricky, but H5 Strategies has been doing digital
communications campaigns for two decades. It’s a continuous effort, with
our staff adjusting clients’ digital media mix and messages as captivating new
platforms pop up and established ones go out of favor. We love the work,
though, because the client rewards can be so high.

“FROM A SMALL SEED A MIGHTY TRUNK MAY GROW.” – AESCHYLUS
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Reputation Management
Our firm represents clients who – for reasons of celebrity, prominence in
politics, business or sport, or because of their net worth – face challenges that
require extraordinary solutions. For example:
— Wealth and celebrity can deprive HNWIs of privacy. In addition to stripping
them and their family members of their independence and right to be left
alone, media scrutiny can damage their business relationships and possibilities.
— In the past, most media took great care in publishing sensitive stories —
because false information could led to substantial legal claims. Now, a website
can destroy a reputation with a 600-word post in 24 hours. The website owner
and article writer can hide behind fake identifies and dubious ownership
schemes to duck responsibility. We have the tools to track, counter and, if
necessary, file legal claims against those disseminating unfounded claims.
— The political and economic circumstances that allowed many government
and business leaders to flourish in Central and Eastern Europe in the 1990s

What we can do for you:
Develop communications strategies to help ensure
high net-worth individuals’ privacy.
Develop strategies to discourage media from
breaking the law when covering HNWIs.
Develop strategies for filing and winning legal claims
stemming from defamatory media coverage.
Track media coverage of HNWIs to ensure that any
defamatory coverage can be dealt with as quickly as
possible.

and 2000s have changed. Companies, officials, company executives and public
figures who were once viewed favorably can become the subject of skepticism
and outright hostility in a moment.
Letting H5 Strategies help you problem-solve not only can make your life easier,
but also pave the wave to you having more government or business success.
We are leaders in shaping, promoting and defending our clients’ images at
home and abroad, both in traditional media and the digital landscape. We
not only guard against reputation damage, but also restore compromised
reputations. And we use every method legally available to expose lies, convey
the truth and rebuild an individual’s career.

“FROM A SMALL SEED A MIGHTY TRUNK MAY GROW.” – AESCHYLUS
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Campaign Software
One way to help clients achieve their communications goals in today’s digital
world is to design tools that can help them. H5 Strategies designs both
communications software and applications. The first step is obtaining an indepth understanding of what a client wants a communications program to
achieve. The next is to craft broad strategies for reaching those objectives. And
the third step is to come up with tactics to achieve the objectives.
Software and apps are important communications tactics these days. An
important advantage they offer is providing clients with feedback on the
messages they are conveying, including whether they are helping a client
achieve their reputation, business or other goals.
Software and apps are becoming increasingly important in political
campaigning.
As an example, some politicians ask for apps that can give them instant
feedback on policies they are thinking of pursuing. The politician sends a

What we can do for you:
Develop communications strategies to help ensure
high net-worth individuals’ privacy.
Develop strategies to discourage media from
breaking the law when covering HNWIs.
Develop strategies for filing and winning legal claims
stemming from defamatory media coverage.
Track media coverage of HNWIs to ensure that any
defamatory coverage can be dealt with as quickly as
possible.

message to an app on constituents’ smartphones, asking whether they should
pursue a particular policy. Constituents quickly send a yes or no message, and
any comments they want to make. The responses give the politician a good
idea of how the broad general public would view such a policy — and thus
whether it should be pursed or dropped.
H5 Strategies can create software and apps to meet the needs of governments,
businesses, organizations, and public figures. And we can do it smoothly and
quickly.

“THE ART OF COMMUNICATION IS THE LANGUAGE OF LEADERSHIP.” – JAMES HUMES
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Advertising
The best way for an organization to control its image and messages is advertising.
Using only traditional news media and social media to try to create an image you want
or disseminate messages you desire is risky. That’s because reporters, editors, TV
producers, bloggers and others have their own views of what an organization is and
how it should be portrayed. Sometimes their views coincide with the organization’s,
but many times they conflict. The result can be distorted or even disastrous portrayals
of an organization.

What we can do for you:
Help you determine the exact image you want for
your organization.
Help you determine the important messages you
want to disseminate to the public.

Advertising gives an organization total control over the image they want to project and
the messages they want to disseminate. Business and government leaders who are
savvy about communications know that the best way to create the desired image and
disseminate the desired messages is a combination of communications tools — news
media, social media and advertising. Because each offers advantages the others lack,
the combination means a client is covering all bases.

Develop an advertising campaign to create the
image you want for your organization and deliver
the key messages about it that you want the public
to know.

Image advertising is the best way to create a view of your organization that resonates
with the public — that makes it feel good about you. Image advertising can show your
organization’s importance to the economy and the creation of jobs, for example. Or
it can show how you are meeting unmet needs in the community — such as creating
sports facilities — or helping those less fortunate, such as disabled people.

Develop the proper mix of mediums — print,
television and social media — to ensure that your
advertising campaign achieves maximum success.

H5 Strategies creates image advertising campaigns for Romanian companies and for
international companies that are doing business in Romania, or planning to. We also
offer production services for film companies in the United States and Europe.
The best image-advertising campaigns include a mix of print, television and online
advertising — and sometimes radio. Each medium has strengths the others don’t. In
television, for example, it’s vivid imagery. A mix of mediums means you’re getting the
combined strengths of all the individual-medium components.

If you’re a non-Romanian film production company,
provide you with production services inside
Romania.

H5 Strategies has been creating image and other kinds of advertising for years.
We ask clients what kind of image they want to portray and the key messages they
want to disseminate, then create advertising campaigns that achieve both objectives.
A testament to our ability to turn a client’s ideas into an effective campaign is that
most clients come back to us year after year.

“LEADERSHIP AND LEARNING ARE INDISPENSABLE TO EACH OTHER.” – JOHN F. KENNEDY
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Leadership
Marshall Comins

Tony Pisaroglu

Marshall Comins, a former media
professional who is the founder and CEO
of H5 Strategies, has directed strategic
communications campaigns and provided
media advice to high-profile political,
government and business clients throughout
Central and Eastern Europe, Eurasia, the
United States and Sub-Saharan Africa.

Tony Pisaroglu, a former professional
rugby player and martial arts champion,
has extensive experience helping business,
government, sports and entertainment
figures develop and manage their careers.
His core regions of focus are Central
and Eastern Europe and the Balkans,
Southeast Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa.

Marius Iosef

Mfonobong Nsehe

One of Romania’s most respected political
communications professionals, Marius Iosef
has an insider’s grasp of the country’s political
climate, including how both domestic and
international companies can navigate it.

With over a decade of experience
creating impactful narratives about Africa,
Mfonobong Nsehe is one of the most
recognized communications professionals
on the continent.

Founder and CEO, H5 Strategies

Senior Strategy Manager

Senior International Vice President

Partner, Sub-Saharan Africa

Hal F. Foster, Jr.

Specialist Media Trainer
Hal F. Foster, Jr. has been a journalist and
editor at the Los Angeles Times and other top
news organizations, a journalism professor
and trainer, and a media consultant.

“INNOVATION DISTINGUISHES BETWEEN A LEADER AND A FOLLOWER.” – STEVE JOBS
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Who We Are

An international relations expert as well as media strategist, he has spent considerable time in
Germany, the UK, Ukraine, Russia, Azerbaijan, Nigeria and Romania. Fluent in Russian and Ukrainian, he
worked as an editor and journalist, and also founded and managed publications in Ukraine, Poland and
Azerbaijan.
His strategic communications specialties include crisis management, public relations campaigns, media
relations, government relations and digital communications campaigns. His clients have included
government, business, media, technology, entertainment and sports figures. Marshall has arranged
coverage of his clients in such top international media as CNN, BBC, the New York Times, the Wall
Street Journal, Forbes and USA Today, and in leading regional publications, including Voice of America
(Nigeria), The Herald (Zimbabwe), AllAfrica.com (Pan-Africa), Forbes Russia (Russia) and Vedomosti
(Russia).
His vast experience in the energy industry includes creating and executing a strategic communications
campaign for Russia’s first large-scale waste-oil refinery project. He has also worked with one of
Ukraine’s largest natural gas companies. And he helped a Eurasian diversified energy giant develop
and implement a long-term, multiyear media strategy targeted at both the domestic audience and
international markets.
Always up for a challenge, Marshall frequently seeks out non-profile projects. One such initiative
included managing the career transition of a UFC legend and former American mixed-martial-artist
from the ring to media and politics in Russia. The project ran for 1.5 years and proved enormously
successful in that country, regionally and across the world. The client became an integral part of
Russia’s media and political scene and more visible than any foreigner in domestic politics since the
country’s independence in 1991, leading processions with key figures on Red Square and rising to the
status of a national superstar. The campaign was covered in-depth by local and regional media, as well
as top-tier international publications.

Marshall Comins

Founder and CEO, H5 Strategies
Marshall Comins, a former media professional who is the founder and CEO of H5
Strategies, has directed strategic communications campaigns and provided media
advice to high-profile political, government and business clients throughout Central
and Eastern Europe, Eurasia, the United States and Sub-Saharan Africa.

A new media specialist, Marshall has developed innovative digital tools for political
and private-sector clients in a host of languages and locations in Europe and Africa,
from news platforms to mobile apps.

A core part of Marshall’s appeal as a media strategist is that he has in-depth knowledge of and
experience in communications in Central and Eastern Europe and Sub-Saharan Africa, as well as
traditional Western markets. Western clients regularly seek his thoughts about strategies in Central
and Eastern Europe and elsewhere, while regional clients ask for his guidance on communications at
home and in the West. While working with one such client, an entrepreneur and former governor in
Nigeria, Marshall supported an editorial team to launch the country’s first – and today most popular –
independent political broadsheet.
Marshall has spent over 15 years in Central and Eastern Europe. In 2014, he was selected as a member
of the Euro-Atlantic Security Initiative Next Generation Leaders Network at the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace in Washington, D.C., which unites future leaders in the transatlantic space. He also
served as a senior strategy advisor to the Ambassador of Zimbabwe in Russia, and was appointed the
deputy chairman of the Supervisory Board of the Russian Softball Federation. He was recently chosen
as the executive director of global communications and affairs of the Romanian Baseball Federation.
Marshall helped found the political consulting firm Washington East West Political Strategies in the
U.S. capital. He has a master’s degree in international relations (concentration in strategic studies) and
international economics from the Johns Hopkins University’s School of Advanced International Studies.

“SPEAK SOFTLY AND CARRY A BIG STICK; YOU WILL GO FAR.” – THEODORE ROOSEVELT
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Who We Are

In addition to doing image-building, government relations, media relations and
business development work internationally, Tony served as the chief of staff to two
of the most influential figures in business in Central Europe. For over a decade, he
managed their daily affairs in the region and abroad, organizing meetings with world
leaders and resolving problems big and small from New York City to Monaco and
Japan. The work left Tony with an impressive portfolio of contacts with decisionmakers worldwide.
It was a natural transition from Tony’s martial arts background to security expert, and
he has provided security services in even the remotest corners of the world to high
net-worth individuals, politicians and businesses as part of a broader global affairs
consulting package. One of his roles was chief security advisor to Pan African Minerals
in Burkina Faso.
Tony played rugby for professional teams in Romania, as well as for the Romanian
national rugby team. He was also a champion kickboxer and martial artist specializing
in combat sambo. And he was vice president of the Superkombat International
Federation, Europe’s biggest kickboxing league.
Tony’s professional sports background and experience working with high-profile
public figures have led to him becoming particularly adept at helping successful
athletes transition into politics and business. He also dedicates time to assisting
young athletes to develop leadership skills through the Romanian Rugby Federation
and Romanian Baseball Federation, where he is the vice president of business
development and sponsorships. He is currently working on building the country’s firstever baseball stadium.

Tony Pisaroglu

Senior International Vice President

Tony Pisaroglu, a former professional rugby player and martial arts champion, has
extensive experience helping business, government, sports and entertainment figures
develop and manage their careers. His core regions of focus are Central and Eastern
Europe and the Balkans, Southeast Asia, and Sub-Saharan Africa.

“LEADERSHIP IS A CHOICE, NOT A POSITION.” – STEPHEN COVEY

Tony’s international business development and strategy consulting experience also
includes managing the Nigeria operations of a leading European technology company
specializing in e-government solutions.
He graduated from Romania’s National Academy of Physical Education and Sport, and
has taken Yale University and University of London courses in political science and
information security.
Tony is fluent in four languages — English, French, Italian and Romanian.
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Who We Are

During a late-night study session at the Romanian-American University in 1997, he
went to a radio station to discuss what was happening on the political scene.
His intellect and insight impressed a well-known journalist, who offered to help the
law student become a reporter. Later the journalist invited him to his office to discuss
a trial he was covering.
Within days, Marius was writing for the Cotidianul newspaper, with his main
responsibility being justice-related issues.
He continued specializing in legal stories at the most important newspapers and press
agencies in Romania.
In 2007 he joined Romania’s most influential political consultancy, whose clients
included the Government of Romania and the governing party. The firm was also
an adviser on local, parliamentary and European Parliament elections, giving Marius
international experience.
In 2009 he joined a team of Justice Ministry advisers, and the next year became the
head of the ministry’s Press and Communications Office.
He joined H5 Strategies in March 2018.
One of Romania’s most respected political communications professionals, Marius has
an insider’s grasp of the country’s political climate, including how both domestic and
international companies can navigate it.
One of his strengths is helping organizations and high-profile individuals develop the
precise messages they need to tell their stories.

Marius Iosef

His vast array of journalism and communications contacts helps ensure that he is
effective at getting the word out.

Senior Strategy Manager

One of Romania’s most respected political communications professionals, Marius Iosef
has an insider’s grasp of the country’s political climate, including how both domestic and
international companies can navigate it.

“DON’T FIND FAULT, FIND A REMEDY.” – HENRY FORD
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Who We Are

He began his media career covering African news for Ananova, a Web-oriented
news service owned by the mobile telecommunications operator, Orange SA. He
later worked as a contributing journalist for Business Daily, Kenya’s leading business
newspaper.
Mfonobong was also the pioneer managing editor of Ventures Africa and built it into
one of the continent’s most influential business news companies before leaving to
focus on the private sector.
A Forbes Magazine contributor covering African wealth and entrepreneurship,
Mfonobong conceptualized and initiated the Forbes annual ranking of Africa’s richest
people. Over the years, he has traveled to more than 25 African countries interviewing
over 250 African billionaires and ultra high net-worth individuals (UHNWIs). In the
process, he has built extensive relationships with leading captains of industry and
government functionaries throughout the continent.
Mfonobong also works as an African wealth intelligence consultant and travels
extensively across Africa advising a clientele of private banks, hedge funds and family
offices, providing unparalleled insight into the UHNWI community. He has worked
with some of the world’s foremost risk management companies, including the Mintz
Group, Kroll, Ergo Consulting, SR-M and Signal Risk, on due diligence and corporate
investigations assignments in South Africa, Madagascar, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania,
Nigeria, Ghana, Mozambique and Morocco.

Mfonobong Nsehe

A Nigerian national, Mfonobong has a bachelor’s degree in communications with
honors from Daystar University in Kenya. He divides his time between Nairobi, Abuja
and Antananarivo.

Partner, Sub-Saharan Africa

With over a decade of experience creating impactful narratives about Africa, Mfonobong
Nsehe is one of the most recognized communications professionals on the continent.

“A LEADER IS A DEALER IN HOPE.” – NAPOLEAN BONAPARTE
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Who We Are

While most of his work has been for newspapers or online publications, he has also done Englishlanguage news voiceover work for Asahi Television in Japan and Kazakh Television. His voiceover work
has included doing the English-language versions of documentary films produced in other languages.
Hal started as a journalist while in his teens, working as a photographer, reporter and copy editor at the
Omaha World-Herald while attending the University of Nebraska’s journalism program.
He went on to work at the Portland Oregonian, Seattle Post-Intelligencer, Pacific Stars & Stripes, the San
Francisco Chronicle, the Los Angeles Times, the Panama City News Herald, and Asahi Evening News in
Tokyo. He also edited part-time for the Houston Chronicle while teaching journalism at Sam Houston
State University.
A number of his journalism jobs have been in management. He was assistant city editor and weekend
city editor at the Seattle Post-Intelligencer, executive editor of Pacific Stars & Stripes and the Panama
City News Herald, and assistant managing editor of Asahi Evening News, the English-language arm of
Asahi Shimbun, the world’s second-largest daily newspaper.
Big stories he has covered as a writer or editor include the Mount St. Helen’s eruptions, the Soviet
shootdown of the Korean airliner KAL 007, the 1989 San Francisco earthquake, the Rodney King riots
in Los Angeles, the two Northridge earthquakes in Los Angeles, the Kobe earthquake in Japan, the Aum
Shinrikyo cult’s gas attack on the Tokyo subway system, and the Ukraine war.
Hal continued to write and edit after obtaining a Ph.D. from the University of North Carolina in 1998
and beginning a journalism teaching career.
He has done freelance writing or editing on topics as diverse as a world-class Japanese sculptor, the
entertainment business, technology, medicine, and snow leopards and wild horses in Kazakhstan.
He was editor of the English-language edition of a weekly business publication in Kazakhstan and
founding editor of a weekly English-language newspaper in Krakow, Poland. And he wrote a column for
the English-language edition of Tengrinews, Kazakhstan’s most popular news portal.

Hal F. Foster, Jr.

Specialist Media Trainer

In addition, Hal has trained journalists in the United States, Japan, Ukraine, Poland, Kazakhstan and
Kyrgyzstan in story-telling, writing, editing and other subjects.
Altogether, his work has taken him to dozens of countries in Europe, Asia and the former Soviet Union.
He has been a member of the National Press Photographers Association, the American Copy Editors
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